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You may have enjoyed plenty of meals with a seaside view, but have you dined on the beach as 
the surf caresses the sand just a few steps away? With Cuvée, you can experience fine dining 
with the sand beneath your feet. It’s an immersive, almost surreal experience you can’t miss if 
the opportunity arises. 
 

 
 
You may be wondering where you can find this opportunity. Cuvée is known for their curated 
selection of luxury vacation house rentals around the globe—including homes with oceanfront 
views and beach access. From the Hawaiian Islands to Los Cabos to the Caribbean, here are 
three Cuvée destinations made for dining on the beach. 
 
Under the Hawaiian Sunset  
 
When you experience the Hawaiian Islands with help from Cuvée, you might find yourself on 
top of Mauna Kea—Hawaii’s highest point—looking at the stars. Or you could find yourself 
enjoying exquisite sushi and a variety of Hawaiian dishes prepared right in front of you by a 
Cuvée chef. When the day is done, you can also find yourself getting lost in the sunset while 
dining on the beach. 
 
With unobstructed views, a Hawaiian sunset can easily be the sunset of a lifetime. Of course, if 
you don’t want to dine directly on the beach, you can always dine at Cuvée’s luxury house 
rentals in full view of the ocean—and the sunset. Dining on the beach can be an immersive 
experience in and of itself, so if you want to go all out, make it an authentic luau! This incredible 
blend of entertainment and culture can transform your beach dining experience into your own 
tropical oasis. 
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On the Cusp of the Pacific in Los Cabos 
 
On the southern end of Baja California, you’ll find Los Cabos. It’s almost like venturing to the 
edge of the world—if your idea of the edge of the world includes exceptional cuisine, delightful 
drinks, and dancing. It’s the perfect way to take in the majesty of this stunning vista where the 
desert meets the coast. With Cuvée’s Los Cabos collection of luxury vacation homes, you can 
experience all that and more. 
 
You can work up your appetite by enjoying every water sport you can imagine and admiring the 
wildlife in the surrounding waters which have been called “the world’s aquarium.” Spending the 
evening on the beach with family and friends? Enjoy a spread of tapas (and s’mores!) as you 
gather around the bonfire. While the sun continues to sink below the horizon, you can continue 
to immerse yourself in the culture with some fire dancing or salsa lessons as your evening 
entertainment. 
 
Surrounded by Sapphire Seas in St. Barts  
 
St. Barts is known for its world-class cuisine. The island has deep French heritage, and that 
comes through in many of the island’s signature dishes. Through Cuvée, you can indulge in 
some of these dishes—and so much more—as you gather around your beach-set table.  
 
You can dine under the stars with your very own BBQ beach night. As tiki torches light your 
path and illuminate your conversation, your Cuvée chef can prepare a spread of delicacies, 
grilling them over an open flame. And if that wasn’t enough, the evening under the stars can 
come together as live music plays nearby. It’s St. Barts at its most intimate—and most enticing! 
 
Discover incredible oceanfront getaways from Cuvée at https://www.cuvee.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/3JWGZe4  
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